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The class location of the secondary teaching occupation is 
important  if teacher behaviour is to be better understood.  
Traditionally, teachers in Victoria have been regarded as middle
class by researchers.  To find out why this is so, it is
necessary to look at the historical context of the secondary
teaching occupation.  
An archival search provides valuable evidence of the public
context within which teachers operated.  But it does not explain
how teachers saw their position.  Did they see themselves as
working class or middle class?  Indeed, did they see society in
class terms at all?  How have teacher perspectives changed?  To
understand teacher behaviour, it is necessary to listen to them. 
To gain the historical as well as the current perspective,
listening to those who taught at various times between 1920 (the
earliest accurate recollections available) and the present is
vital.

Conducting a class analysis of teacher  viewpoints  was called
for by Ollman in 1986  when he called for such studies to 
uncover personal qualities, however socially determined that make
it difficult for  individuals to participate in the developing
consciousness of their class.  There other reasons why such
studiles mayl prove valuable. A class analysis identifies the
fundamental, objective material interests that members of the
class share.  And a class analysis identifies a set of lived,
subjective experiences that shape perceptions and behaviour.  

For Marxist scholars, the place of the teacher in the class
structure is important because through this the relationship of
the educational sector to productive forces and the relations of
production can be explored (Sarup 1982:6).  More generally, the
basic task of sociologists of education is the exploration of
educational change.  This requires the teachers' views of
society, the desirability of change, its likelihood and their
involvement in it.

For such a study to be useful though, there needs to be a clear
understanding of the connection between class identification and
behaviour.  Such a connection is explained by Wright's class
theory (1985).  Wright has been preoccupied with the problem of
the middle class, in particular the position of non proletarian
employees in the class structure.  This concern led to the
concept of contradictory locations within class relations in
terms of a multidimensional view of exploitation.  Using this



understanding of class, teachers are working class because they
have limited assets in the means of production, and in
organisation.   They have some assets in credentials which
characterises them as skilled employees.  What distinguishes
workers with credentials from others is status.  In the process
by which a class in itself is transformed into a class for
itself, the precise relationship between class and occupation
plays an important role, by creating internal strata  within
classes, by potentially obscuring basic class divisions and
sometimes by providing resources for class conflict.  Wright
(1980:12) explains that status occurrs as a basis for divisions
within classes but not a fundamental division between classes. 
Teachers were members of the working class with some status. 
This causes a contradiction when teachers identify with authority
and work to maintain social order.  The contradiction arises
because they are furthering ruling class interests whilst
remaining exploited workers themselves.  But this does not
advance our understanding of how teachers see the situation.  It
is only with Wright's more recent work that his theory offers
explanatory power.

Wright's recent theorising (1989), builds on the idea that people
are tied to the class structure not simply through their own
personal jobs and property but through a variety of other kinds
of social relations.  Wright distinguishes between direct, ie. an
individual's job and personal ownership of productive resources,
and indirect mediated relations.  The social relations that
individuals experience mediate the direct relations the
individual has with their society.  In this way, the family and
social networks are crucial to understanding an individual's
class  location.  For example, a teacher married to a high
ranking company director is likely to have a different standard
of living, social life, interests, and values than a teacher
married to a factory worker.  Accordingly this article focuses on
the teachers' social relations, their families and friends as a
way of understanding the causes and consequences of teachers'
perceptions about themselves and their relations with society. 
The subjective class identity that teachers take on determines
their perceptions, and it is these perceptions that form the
basis of their behaviour.

To offset theoretically predetermined conclusions,  Wright's
theory was used in conjunction with an extensive literature
review to develop a semi-structured interview which would tap
teachers' class consciousness.  The interviews were carried out
on a sample of fifty secondary school teachers  who worked  as
teachers between 1920 and 1960.  Equal numbers of male and female
teachers were included.  Thirty two worked in State schools, nine
in catholic schools and nine in private schools.  The teachers'
working life was about forty years so it makes sense to talk of
1920-1960 as one experience, but two overlapping periods in these
teachers' experiences were discernible.  The first group had most



of their teaching experiences prior to World War 2. Their birth
dates ranged from 1899 to 1919.  Secondary schooling was a
minority experience. The second group experienced a watershed
period of post World War 2 and the 1950's when secondary
education rapidly expanded.  This group's birth dates ranged from
1920 to 1931. This article examines the lived experiences of both 
groups.  It asks, 'Did the differing social and historical
contexts they were living in give rise to different ways of
seeing themselves, their occupation and society?

By presenting myself as a fellow teacher and using
recommendations by other  teachers to collect my sample, I was
given the 'insiders' view of the occupation, rather than the
public facade.  This was evidenced throughout the interviews by
comments such as, 'as you well know', 'you know what it's like'.

Historical Public Context of the Secondary Teaching Occupation
1920-1939
In Victoria, in 1905, all private schools and their teachers  had
to be registered by the teachers and Schools Registration board. 
In 1910, the Education Act authorised the establishment of state
secondary schools to bridge the gap between elementary education
and University.  By 1921 the provision for students over 14  in
elementary schools was, 12,394 pupils, central schools, 1164,
Higher elementary schools, 2211, evening continuation classes,
95, schools of domestic arts, 1294, junior techs, 3416, and high
schools, 5264 (1921 Report of the Minister of Public
Instruction).  The registered schools which included private and
denominational schools provided for another 13,815 pupils over
the age of 14.  After allowing for statistical discrepancies such
as double counting for students enrolled in two schools in the
one year, the Minister of Public Instruction for that year
concluded that 37,066 students over the age of 14 were being
educated.  This compares with the figure 222,881 children between
the ages of six to fourteen also being educated at that time.  At
the 30th. June, 1921, there were 267 high school staff in
Victoria, 173 technical school staff.  This is a small number
when compared to the total of 6,637 elementary teachers employed
by the State at that time.  There were 2063 teachers in the
private and church schools at this time but these included both
primary and secondary teachers (1921 Report of the Minister of
Public Instruction).  Education was free up to the age of 14
years in the state schools after which a fee of 6 pounds was
charged.

Under the provisions of act no. 3059, assented  to on 14
September, 1920, male teachers were divided into five and females
into four classes, there being no female teachers in the first
class.  The salaries for males, excluding junior teachers, ranged
from 156 pounds  to 600 pounds and those for females, excluding
junior teachers and sewing mistresses, ranged from  120 to 420
pounds.  Sewing mistresses received 60 pounds yearly.  (The



Victorian Year book, 1920-21 pp350-358).  
Concern was raised that the teaching service was losing qualified
men due to the low salaries.  (The Age July 15, 1920).  There was
no concern about losing qualified women and their experiences
were different to the men's.  Women teachers  had difficulty
finding accommodation. "In the country they were not wanted as
boarders in homes, and the bush hotels disliked them because they
were not as profitable as men would be." (The Age April  23,
1920, p.10). Any inefficiencies in the state education system
were often attributed to the preponderance of women teachers in
both primary and secondary sectors (The Age July 2, 1920, p.9).
Yet secondary school teaching was promoted as women's work.
"Having gained this (teacher) registration there is a happy
avenue of  service open to the woman teacher" (The Age, October
25, 1927,p.7).    

Differing access to education was much discussed (for example,
'Education in Victoria: Social Stratification, The Age  September
8, 1920, p.10). The importance of education in providing a
skilled work force was part of this discussion: 'Primary, High
and Technical schools were even a greater necessity if Australia
were to remain white and its native born to be made efficient to
hold their own in arts, skilled trades and professions against
the people who would be brought from overseas very soon.' (The
Age p.8, May 3, 1922). Secondary education was regarded as
appropriate for all and  much was  made of the "demand amongst
the working classes for higher education" (The Age February 16,
1923, p.10).    
That schools were to serve the interests of the State was quite
explicit. "In both England and Scotland the schools were made to
serve the interests of the State by training boys and girls to
fill definite places in the community life." (The Age August 20,
1927, p.14).     This was true for church schools too, "Education
was the training of pupils to be such men and women as the
educational authorities concerned conceived to be the true type" 
(The Age May 7, 1925,p.11).

The  connection between teachers and loyalty to the state was
stressed after World War One "The loyalty of the Catholic
teachers should be taken for granted just as the loyalty of any
other citizen.' (The Age p.9, October 12, 1920).  'We all know
the fine war record of the Education Department and we recognise
that the State schools are a secure home of loyalty, more
especially under the administration of the present imperially-
minded director.' (The Age, p.19, April 15, 1922).

So secondary schools were important because they would  provide
access to education and train adolescents for community life who
would be both loyal to the Australian government, and a skilled
workforce.  Hence the rhetoric surrounding secondary teachers'
work from 1920 up to World War II was that it was to be regarded
as important and respected. "The University set its hall mark 



upon learning , and University graduates were usually looked upon
with respect because of that experience." (The Age April 16,
1937,p.19)."The teacher holds a most important position in the
community - in his hands lies largely the future of the race. 
The welfare of the State then is, to a great extent, bound up
with the welfare of the teacher and the problems of the teacher
are not only of interest but also of importance to the State."
(The Age January 23, 1939 p10). "Whatever one's view of the end
of education, teachers are a highly responsible body of workers,
who are entitled to decent living standards, incentives to
efficiency and reasonable rates of pay" (Editorial,  The Age,
p.10, February 22, 1939).   The importance of teachers in the
community was often commented on.  At Sale High School, the mayor
of Sale said  he had been, " greatly impressed with the civic and
social duties which were carried out by teachers outside the
curriculum." (The Age October 10, 1938, p14). Teachers played as
equally an important part in the life of the community as doctors
according to the headmaster of Geelong Grammar (The Age February
23, 1939,p.10).  
Historical Public Context of the Secondary Teaching Occupation:
1939-1960
The war service of male teachers raised their public esteem.  The
majority gained commissioned rank (Scarff 1947).  But the
shortage of teachers worsened.  Since 1936 the wastage each year
had exceeded the intake of new, trained teachers.  The Report of 
the Minister of Public Instruction for 1947 (1939/40-1948/49:28)
claimed that the war years had diverted to other occupations many
who in different circumstances might have become teachers, and
bemoaned the serious decline in the number of male teaching
recruits  attracted instead to commerce and industry by better
prospects in salary and advancement.  The relief afforded by the
return of teachers from the services was also offset by the
marriage of an unusually large number of  women teachers (Scarfe
1948:17).  
School enrolments rose rapidly after the war due to the post war
baby boom and immigration. In 1943, state schools, that is post
primary classes, central schools, higher elementary schools,
girls' schools , correspondence  tuition, junior technical
schools and high schools had 30,004 students enrolled who were
over 14 years of age.  Registered schools, that is all private
schools, colleges and denominational schools had 18,349 students
enrolled who were over 14 years of age (Report of the Minister of
Public Instruction 1943:15). Retention patterns changed as the
demand for secondary education accelerated.  The large increase
in secondary students caused enormous pressure on staffing,
accommodation and resources.  Temporary teachers were employed
and educational qualifications necessary to teach were dropped to
the Intermediate certificate.  The education authority adopted a
policy which  undermined the status of secondary teachers. By
1952,  81% of Victorian secondary teachers had adequate
qualifications.  This dropped to 62% ten years later (Spear
1983:77).



The individual retired teacher response;  social behaviour and
perceptions
I asked both groups of retired teachers, 'Could you give me a
biographical sketch?'. In both samples, half of them  revealed
that they came from homes where the parents had little more than
primary education and worked in trades and unskilled occupations. 
They spoke of  their parents' struggle to earn a living:
               "My father was a tailor and of course during the  depression
     years we ran into very hard times."
     Brother F. (born approx. 1919)
     "My father left school and became a bootmaker, and then
     later on he became a tram conductor - they worked
     terribly hard, my mother was most ambitious for all her
     children but she had eight boys.  Four of them have degrees,
     we had to win scholarships."  
     Ambrose.(born approx. 1908)

Many were children of farmers.  This varied from farm labourer to
farm owner but they all experienced the isolation and the
insecure income that the farming occupation generated. For both
groups of retired teachers, the teaching occupation was regarded
as security.  But there was more to it than that as Jack
explained to me:
     "We regarded the teachers as attainable, that's quite
     distinct from the parsons which you regard in awe, and
     the bankers who were unfriendly.  The lawyer .. was a
     nothing. And a doctor of course was beyond us.  Other
     professions didn't exist.  The dentist was 60 miles away
     and we didn't want to go there anyway." 
     Jack (born approx. 1925)
The other retired teachers, who came from homes where  the
occupations of the parents were teachers, managers and post
master could see little choice:
     "There was nothing else to do in those days, you could be
     a teacher or a nurse, otherwise you could be the lady  next
     door's maid ."
     Marg.(born approx. 1918)
Other teachers had experienced considerable downward mobility as
a result of the depression :
     "It was still during the depression and he did it hard
     and this sewing machine factory that he had set up went
     into voluntary liquidation, and he lost a lot of money
     there."
     Rex (born 1907)
These teachers' lives support the literature that suggests
teaching attracts and retains those for whom teaching represents
an upward movement in the social structure. The parents of these
teachers were generally pleased about their children's choice of
career.  It was not because of a general valuing of education,
and this was true of both pre and post world war II teachers:
     "It wasn't at that stage that people were seeing  education
     was going to get you anywhere, it was going to be terribly handy to have 



but it wasn't the key... the aim was
     to get to year 10 and then get going."
     Con (born approx. 1926)
Other  teachers felt that education was a route to a better life:
     "Everybody knew education was the way up and out."
     Sister C. (born 1925)
     "You know teaching is a way out from the lower classes to
     the middle classes."
     Ambrose (born approx. 1908)

Both pre and post war women were very aware of the restrictions
upon them in the teaching occupation and resented them:
     'There  was no such thing as married women being  permanent
     teachers.'
DI   How did you feel about that?
     I didn't like it... I didn't even like having to change
     my name. It's the done thing I guess...but then I
     couldn't teach and I was sorry  not to  be able to teach
     because all my life I wanted to be a teacher.'
     Marge (born approx. 1928).
Yet Marge  still describes Australian society in terms of class,
not patriarchal relations: 
     'There is the wealthy class, the upper middle class, 
     middle class, lower middle class I suppose and down to
     the labourers and unemployed I suppose you might put it.'

Teachers'  Perceptions of Social Class
The question tapping the class content of teachers' perceptions 
asked 'How would you describe Australian society at that time?'
but in fact references to class or other viewpoints emerged
throughout the interviews.  The men teaching prior to World WarII
used class terms more often than the men teaching after World War
II. Half of both groups said  Australian society when they first
started teaching in the 1920's, 30's and 40's was socially
stratified according to wealth and occupation:
     "I was accepted in the commercial way, shop keepers and
     so forth, bank managers although the shop keepers were
     very high up, but the big land owners were the top.
     Doctors and people like that of course, and then the farm
     labourers or the people working in the town, clerical or
     manual work. "
     Noel (born 1917 approx.).
The women were more class conscious both pre and post W.W.II:
     "The wealthy station owner at Hamilton didn't associate
     with the ordinary people of Hamilton, people said to us
     when we were going to Hamilton 'oh you won't like it
     there, because its a classy sort of a place.'  It didn't
     perturb us one bit, I wasn't greatly concerned with the
     huge station owners who played polo and so on, but the
     middle class had a more saneness about it."
     Marge (born approx. 1928).
When the retired teachers described Australian society in terms



of classes, they spoke of an exploitative relationship between
classes and described classes , sometimes two but usually three
in terms of wealth, education, lifestyle and opportunities. 
Three of the sample saw religion interacting with the class
structure:
     "So you had an Irish working class group who were
     basically the people that you were catering for and they
     tended to be you know, hardworking, run of the mill ,  good
     solid workers, anti government, anti-establishment, because they were 
Irish."
     Br. F.  (born 1919 approx.)
     "Catholics and Protestants were sharply divided, I am
     talking of sections of the community, sort of middle,
     middle class."
     Gwen (born approx.1913).
     "Very much a class structure because maybe it was part of
     my own background, , but you felt that you had to fight
     your way up and out if you were poor Irish background
     catholic in Melbourne."
     Sister C. (born approx. 1925).
Other teachers in the religious teaching orders felt they
couldn't describe Australian society due to their isolation. The
teaching orders such as the Presentation Sisters were enclosed at
this time:
     "We had a fairly sheltered life you know."
     Sister P.
     "I don't know because I seemed to be apart from it."
     Sister L.
There was no difference in the perception of alternatives between
the pre and post war teachers. Four of the men said they were too
busy  to think about alternative organisations of society.  Three
men felt that personal mobility was possible but no overall
change was possible.  Most men and women felt that no alternative
organisation of society was possible:
     'No, I would say you were hemmed into what you would
     probably call these days a social economic group and that
     was it and we stayed in it.'
     Br. F. (born 1919 approx.).

Just five of the fifty retired teachers interviewed believed
alternatives existed:
     'If you're really looking for an escape from the class
     structure I think you can only find it in a group of
     people who believe that the greatest value is love and
     that people are equal in that sense, whatever they are.'
     Joan (born 1931).

The perception of alternatives was very limited.  This gives some
explanation for teachers' behaviour.  Because most saw very
little option to the way Australian society was organised, their
best alternative was to carve out a successful career for
themselves, or express their humanitarian concerns in caring for



students or by behaving as a 'professional'.  The effect of this
is conservative behaviour.
The Place of Teachers in Pre and Post War II Australian Society
To find out where teachers saw themselves in the descriptions
they had just given of Australian society I asked, 'Where did
teachers fit into that structure that you have just described for
me?' The social stratificationists described themselves as being
in the middle, and those using in class terms saw themselves as
middle class:
     "As a teacher I became middle class" 
     Ambrose (born approx. 1908)
But was that how their community perceived it?  To elicit that I
asked, 'How did people treat you once they knew you were a
teacher?'  The pre-war sample believed they were treated with a
great deal of respect: 
     'It was regarded as a pretty high status thing,
     particularly the secondary side where you were relatively
     highly qualified, so that had quite a   status.
     Charles (born 1907).
     'People looked up to you as a high school teacher.'
     Doug (born 1916).
But the post war sample spoke of not really feeling comfortable
in the position ascribed to them:
     "We never fitted into Clunes really... we had friends,
     but  we never really made any close friendships.  I think
     the people treated us as professionals."
     Hugh (born 1919 approx).
     (Teachers) were very handy to have and had some sort of
     standing, but in some sense it was separate from the
     people in the community, they were useful foreigners
     almost."
     Con (born  1926 approx.)
     "Teachers were expected to be different, not because of
     their social position but because of the standards of
     behaviour and expectations that the rest of the community 
     would hold of them."
     Gil. (born 1924 approx.).
     "I suppose they (teachers) really belonged in the upper
     middle class and yet my background wasn't.  I suppose I
     stepped out of my class...Perhaps I wasn't happy because
     I was out of my class."
     Jean (born 1925).
Teachers' Social Lives
To find out just what sort of social relations teachers had , I
asked ,'Who did you socialise with?'  Most of the teachers
socialised mainly with other teachers but this was particularly
true for the post war group.  
     "There were the teachers and the others, partly because
     the other people didn't articulate well with them and
     thought they didn't and that was even worse.  So that  there
     was a certain reticence on the part of a lot of other
     people to associate with teachers."



     Jack (born 1925 approx.)

One fifth of the sample were married to teachers.  It was also
very difficult  for some women teachers to meet people outside
their school.  Some 'lived in', caring for boarders in the
private secondary schools.  Others in this sample were
responsible for aging parents and very restricted by that tie. 
Another two described how they felt isolated by the role ascribed
to them:
     'Now please don't let on that we are MLC teachers.  We tried
     to keep it from people.  I remember on the ship I tried to
     keep it from people.  Not that I wanted to do anything
     really naughty, but I just wanted to have a natural good
     time and be treated as an ordinary being.'
     Joyce (born 1903 approx.)
Those who socialised with people apart from other teachers, mixed
with church people, people met in sporting clubs or family.  One
person preferred to mix with his ex-navy mates. Jack's comments
help explain why teachers did not feel comfortable with workers
less educated than themselves, but what were  their  relations
with  other credentialled people? Both pre and post war teachers
felt uncomfortable
     "I wasn't a member of the Mildura club but I did play
     cricket for a team there...as a bit of a privilege you
     might have been taken into the club for a drink when the
     game was  over...Although we had a lot of respect, we
     didn't have a  lot of money and we needed to have money
     to be a member of the Mildura Club."
     Cliff (born 1899)
     "In a country town, I felt that you were an outsider.  I suspect that 
unless your grandparents came from that      
     country   town you would have been an outsider."
     George (born 1920 approx.)
So although these fifty teachers  believed they had status, and
The Age  newspaper corroborates this view, they did not have
strong social links with other either credentialled professionals
or workers with few formal qualifications.  
Teachers' Class Location and educational practice
Central to Wright's understanding of the middle class is the
concept  of autonomy. Is the work that teachers' do some how
middle class in its nature?  Most of the teachers interviewed
spoke of professionalism, an ideology which stresses individual
control over work.  I asked the retired teachers how they decided
what to teach, what methods and what  assessment they used. All
of the pre World War II men and women taught according to how
they were taught, and based their content on the established
syllabi which was determined by external exams.  However, five of
the twenty five post World War II teachers believed they could
teach  whatever they chose:
     'Gave me complete freedom.  No one ever walked into my
     class, no one ever asked what I was doing.  I could have
     been teaching them to suck up to the devil'



     Verna (born 1924)
I also asked  both groups of teachers if they were happy with the
level of control over their work.  Forty six of the fifty were. 
Teachers during this period then were very aware of the specific
constraints acting upon their work.  They were not taking on the
role of teacher in a passive, conservative unquestioning manner
that Nias (1986) suggests teachers do now.  The teachers working
from 1920 to 1960 accepted the constraints because it was a
survival strategy.  It made their job easier.  
     'They were recruiting them off the streets, they really
     were, and that's where the syllabuses were so necessary and
     those people were very grateful for them.'  
     Charlie (born 1923 approx.)
The constraints of teachers' work situation prevented their
consciousness of alternatives being translated into action.
Teachers' Class Location and Industrial Practice
The specific constraints of the teachers' work situation were
revealed when I asked , 'How adequate were your working
conditions?'  The pre-war teachers thought their conditions poor.
     'You were treated like a dog'
     Noel (born 1917 approx.)
     'I believe it was virtually slave labor'
     Alec (born 1916).
Happiest were those in the Catholic schools.  They endured
because of their faith:
     'We were full of ideals.  We worked.  I think it was
     primitive (but) there was intense loyalty"
     Leo (born 1916)
Those in state and private schools endured because of status:
     'We were honoured to have a job in a high school because
     that was prestige.'
     Cliff (born 1899)
The post war teachers were not as unhappy with their conditions. 
     'Basically you had no idea of something better'
     Charlie (born 1923 approx.)

Just how powerless were teachers at this time? I asked the
teachers 'Who ran the country at that time?'  and whether or not
they  perceived any alternative way of running the country . The
answers were various but the common thread through the pre war
sample was that  the teachers felt quite removed from power:
     'A young person like me as a young teacher  had no notion at
     all how I was going to run the country, that was for
     somebody else.
DI   I see, why is that?
     I suppose partly because I had grown up as a mild country
     sort of person who grew up in a household that was an
     economically depressed household who had no position of
     authority in any sense of the word, in the community, and we
     accepted that and that was it.'

The perception of alternative ways of running the country for men



and women teachers at this time was  obviously limited.  This
limits class action.  The possibilities of political change were
not foremost in their minds.  The perceived inability to alter
their working conditions  is a continuance of this passive
acceptance of powerlessness.  The idea that they could be a
political force was discussed publicly: 'In most country
electorates there were at least 200 teachers, each teacher should
be able to influence at least six votes, making a total of 1200,
or more than the majority by which  many electorates were won.'
(The Age  p.15, January 26, 1939). But the individual response
was one of perceived powerlessness, preventing teachers from
becoming a social force or even achieving improved working
conditions. The constraints of their working life operated
against heightened political consciousness:
     'But I wasn't politically minded then, all I wanted was to
     have a job , keep a job, and find somewhere to live.'
     Nina (born 1909 approx.)
     'I didn't really get down to the tintacks of politics,
     mainly because I was terribly absorbed in the work I was
     doing.'
     Sister P. (born 1915 approx.)
The post war teachers also felt removed from power, even at the
local level of government:
     'There were not many teachers for example who held office in
     the municipal circles I don't think.  Largely I think
     because they were never in one place long enough to become
     that sort of established a person to be seen as part of the
     district.'
     Con (born 1926 approx.).
One fifth of the post war teachers simply weren't interested in
questions of power:
     'It's a question I don't think I ever thought about at that
     stage.'
     Joan (born 1931)
The divisive teacher union organisation also prevented class
formation. This began in the pre war period but continued into
the post war period:
     'Round about that time the men on the staff at Melbourne
     High School were agitating because a lot of them had been
     there for a long time without a promotion and they formed
     the Secondary Masters' Association.  No women admitted.
DI   How did you feel about that?
     Oh, it was an insult, I thought it was arrogant in the
     extreme! 
     Gwen (born 1913).
     'I tried to join the VSTA and they wouldn't have me. I don't
     recall it terribly well, but I mean I rang the VSTA and said
     I would like to join but I wasn't in a department school and
     they said 'you can't'.
     Verna (born 1924).
I asked the teachers if they thought that teacher unions should
establish closer links with other worker unions when they first



started teaching.  There was no difference between the pre and
post war workers. Forty three of the fifty said no.
     'No, no, in fact you know in those days, we were trying to
     establish teaching as a profession. Professionalism and
     unionism didn't gel.'
     Lindsay (born 1922 approx.).
Thirteen of the sample were quite remote from the ideas of
unionism. 
     'I didn't know schools had union branches.  We didn't have
     a branch at Ballarat Girls' Secondary School, we weren't
     worried about things like that.'
     Joan (born 1931).
     'I can remember feeling rather horrified when I heard that
     some of the Catholic teachers and lay teachers were forming
     a union.'
     Sister P. (born 1915 approx).
The teachers' views expressed in the interviews supports the
research that indicated that disunity distracted teacher unions
from industrial issues (Bessant and Spaull, 1972, 1976;  Reid,
1971, Hudson, 1971).  The fear expressed by some of the teachers
that adopting a trade union identification would diminish being
considered 'professional' also supports the work of Theobald
(1983, 1985), England (1977) and White (1983).  Wright (1985:279)
also found that trade unions undermined working class
consciousness.  The teachers' comments in these interviews
demonstrates how their unions' organisation, use of the ideology
of professionalism and isolation mitigated the formation of both
working class consciousness and formation.
Teachers' Standards of Living
Wright (op.cit.) believes that a low income is an important
determinant of class consciousness, but adequate levels of income
are relative.  So I asked the retired teachers, How did your
standard of living compare to other university graduates? In both
samples half of the teachers felt they were battling .  But in
the post war period, a third of the men (all in state schools)
were too isolated to know how their incomes compared with other
people's.  Some of the women felt particularly penalised because
of the unequal pay, spoke of the unimportance of money and
exhibited a general acceptance  of financial struggle but kept up
appearances:
     'I always wore a good frock or suit.  Looked as though
     I was well paid even though I wasn't.'
     Nina (born 1909 approx.)

Conclusion
Teachers had very limited perception of alternative ways
Australian society could be organised or run.  Geographical and
social isolation combined with work constraints contributed to
this.  They had status which differentiated them from other
workers but also isolated them.  The trend of increasing social
isolation and status anxiety was more pronounced after World War
II.  The structure of the occupation prevented the development of



class formation by dividing teachers.  Because of their status,
and scarce supply, Victorian secondary teachers could have had
some influence politically.  Yet the teachers interviewed did not
perceive this.  Not because they were blind to considerations of
class, stratification and power, but because they were bound by
ideologies of professionalism, self  sacrifice and
respectability.  But their acceptance of powerlessness caused
them to become powerless.  By accepting poor working conditions
and standards of living the teachers became less socially
privileged and their claim upon middle-class membership more
tenuous.
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